ENVIRONMENT AND LOCATION
Agreements regarding the location of charging stations,
e.g. signage and wiring.
Sub-category

ID

Subject description

Guideline description

Required;
Desired*

Priority**

Signage

OL1

Standard sign

The signage must make use of the EV sign standards (such
as E4-OB, E8-OB and sub-signs OB-304 and OB-504: ‘Charging
of electric vehicles’ or ‘Electric vehicles only’). These signs are
recognised in the national Road Traffic and Traffic Signals Regulations (Reglement Verkeersregels en Verkeerstekens, RVV). In
the long term, this will be replaced with a new RVV sign.

Required

Include

Signage

OL2

Sign height

The sign is fastened to a fingerpost with a minimum clearance
of 2,200 mm or on existing objects. When placing a fingerpost, service at the charging station must be taken into consideration (opening the car door and space to work).

Required

Include

Signage

OL3

Two arrows in the case of
two charge locations

When there are two charge locations, the sign or sub-sign
should have two arrows.

Required

Include

Signage

OL4

Warnings: tow warning

If applicable, the sign (or a separate sign beneath it) can include a tow warning, including text indicating when this applies.

Required

Include

Location

OL5

Sign location

The sign should be placed in a central location in relation to
the parking spaces and the charging station.

Required

Include

Location

OL6

Avoiding hindrance to
other traffic

The charging station must be placed in a location that does
not pose a hindrance to other traffic.

Required

Include

Location

OL7

Distance to the main cable

The charging station must be placed within 25 meters of the
main cable. The grid operator can charge more for locations
with distances of more than 25 meters.

Required

Include

Location

OL8

Location of low-voltage
cable: preferred side of
the road

The charging station should be placed on the side of the road
where the grid operator's low-voltage cable is located.

Desired

For * and **: definitions on page 7.
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Include

Comments

OB-304 Sub-sign

ENVIRONMENT AND LOCATION				

Sub-category

ID

Subject description

Guideline description

Required;
Desired*

Priority**

Comments

Location

OL9

Clean soil

The charging station should be placed in a location for which
it is known that there is a clean soil statement (schonegrondverklaring) (often available through the soil map).

Desired

Location

OL10

Not near trees

Because of digging, the charging station should not be placed
near trees.

Required Include

Location

OL11

Not near other street
furniture

The charging station should not be placed within X meters of
other street furniture.

Desired

Include

Location

OL12

Not near areas with special
traffic regulations

In particular within city limits, the charging station should not
be placed in areas that have special traffic regulations. This
is to ensure the accessibility of the charging station. A traffic
order can offer a definite answer in such a situation.

Desired

Include

Municipal policy

OL13

Stimulating flow when
leaving charging station

The contractor will confer with the relevant municipality regarding parking policy and ensuring flow of vehicles once they
are charged.

Desired

Recommended

Policy item for municipal authorities.
Future guideline.

Municipal policy

OL14

Installation and modification of parking policy

Current or changed parking policy within a municipality shall
not exempt the contractor from installing a charging station at
the location in question.

Desired

Recommended

Policy item for municipal authorities.
Future guideline.

Municipal policy

OL15

Certainty with regard to
the location of the
charging station

The charging station is placed on land owned or managed by
the municipality in question. The municipality shall endeavour
to ensure that the charging station can continue to exist until
the end of the period of operation.

Desired

Recommended

Policy item for municipal authorities.
Future guideline.

Municipal policy

OL16

Additional location
requirements

The contractor must take into account any additional requirements and/or location requirements of the municipality
concerned.

Desired

Recommended

Policy item for municipal authorities.
Future guideline.

Include

Municipalities indicate their own minimum
distance to street furniture at X based on
policy.

For * and **: definitions on page 7.
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